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StarWars.com/Disney YouTube channel called Indepth Sound Design has done a service to moviegoers around the world by downloading what appears to be a Ben Burt DVD commentary on Star Wars: Episode IV. This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on
your website. Bert gets into his personal story, which is mesmerizing, but here are a few options that may be particularly interesting to PopMech readers. Lightsabers: I was carrying a microphone all over the room between recording something here, and I walked up here when the microphone passed the TV that was on the floor, which was on at the time no
sound appeared, but the microphone went right behind the picture tube and, as it was, this particular produced an unusual buzz. He took the transmission from the TV, and the signal was called into his sound-producing mechanism, and it was a big noise, actually. So I took that noise and recorded it and combined it with the projector sound of the engine and
that fifty-fifty kind of combination of these two sounds became the main lightsaber tone, which was then, once we set that tone of the lightsaber, of course you had to get the light sword feeling moving, because the characters would wear it around, they would whip it through the air, they would push and cut at each other in battles, and to achieve this extra
sense of movement. Just a buzzing sound, buzzing and buzzing combined with an endless sound, then took another microphone and waved in the air next to this speaker so it came close to the speaker and go away and you could whip it, and what happens when you do that, recording with a moving microphone you get a Doppler shift, you get a step in the
shift and therefore you can produce a very authentic fasimile. And so give the lightsaber a sense of movement and it worked well on the screen at that point. On landspeeders:I went all over the place to record things, one of the places I went to test the jet engines inside before they put on a full-size plane and I went to their test cameras and put a few
microphones up. Of course, then you don't stay in the test chamber because they run the engines up to full speed in a tiny room. Maybe it'll kill you if you're in there. I had a microphone there wrapped in towels to kind of drown out the sound just a little bit. From this recording came the sound of reverse engines, the sound when a commercial plane hits the
runway and changes the airflow in the engines to slow the plane down. This reverse sound was used for passers-by landspeeder Luke. Telemetry: A lot of electronic sounds used in Telemetry, the kind of radio sounds low-level, which make this place feel alive come from old shortwave radios that belonged to my grandfather, built in the 1930s. It seemed to
get sounds that no one could get, and I used to dial around and be fascinated by all the electronic signals that seemed to come from space or somewhere in the atmosphere. I recorded sounds like teen and rescued tapes, and when it came to developing a lot of Star Wars atmosphere, I went back through those old shortwave radio recordings and pulled out
little bits of sound here and there. Wound it through different speeds, put it through echo chambers, it was a lot of fun building telemetry backgrounds that are part of the Star Wars fabric. Trash Masher: One of the joys of being a sound engineer is creating a overseas world, and the garbage monster is a great example. When it starts, everything happens
behind the screen. The sound of the mechanism ingesting into its seats, the sound of the engine starting and accelerating when it starts to close on our heroes. Of course, none of this actually exists. There's no mechanics out there, the set is probably manually driven, I really don't know. But it can be very nice to take the sounds of the engine, the dumpster
door creaks, and the sound of the piled up river that was used to speed up, knocking the trash masher as it got closer. In most production movies, you don't have all the time you want, so sometimes the easiest thing to do and your only choice is to do it yourself. With so many random voices like a mouse robot walking down the hallway, it was really just
myself doing funny little vocalizations and speeding tape and running backwards and so on to produce little tiny robot voices. TIE Fighter and Y-WingsStar Wars, being a Fox movie, allowed us, if we want, to use sound effects from its old classic movie library. Being a true fan of old sound effects, I used a few here and there primarily for TIE fighters who use
the sounds of roaring elephants, but much of the effort was focused on the original sounds for the film. Of course, there were a lot of new ships that needed sounds. Y-Wing fighters have a kind of howt sound as you fly in the cockpit with them. And this howle is actually the wind recorded on the top of the mountain when I was trying to burn the guy wires for
lasers. The wind was blowing so hard through one set of guy wires that it actually produces a musical note, it was almost a musical chord. It was used mainly for the background sounds of Y-Wing fighter pilots. Source: Awesomer This content is created and supported by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses.
You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io Heads up! We work hard to be precise, But these are unusual times, so please always check before you set off. Dissolving effects on continents, genres and even time mean that the term world music is definitely all but redundant now. But more recently, in the 80s, it was a hotly
contested field, raising questions related to race, colonialism, world's first cultural complacency and economic exploitation. For our money, the documentary How to Be a World Music Star doesn't engage significantly enough with these areas, instead opting for episodic wandering through selective form stories. The story is told mostly through the eyes of white
Western supporters of world music, including Joe Boyd and inevitably, Andy Kershaw. However, it contains a lot of good yarn, wonderful archival footage and of course epic music ranging from the Bhundu Boys to Tinaraven. A-I World Music is amazing, a little more satisfying. It's essentially a list of shows, but takes its own limitations and concentrates on
providing a well-chosen selection of full performances interspersed with archival interviews. It's worth watching for many reasons, not least Sally James's hilariously patronising interview with King Sonny Ade, whose unspoken subtext seems to be Sally's mild surprise at teaching Nigerians to have electricity, not to mention a thriving music industry. Fine use
of the SUPPOSEDly crowded BBC archives and subtle use of your Friday night too. One of my favorite things to do is swim on my back in the warm sea with just my nose, mouth and eyes sticking out over the va line. Easy to bob in this position in salt water; I can breathe, watch the clouds and listen to the sounds of the ocean below me. It's very relaxing.
Basically what I hear when my ears are submerged in water is the sound of things moving through the sea heartland. Sometimes I even hear big school fish if they zip around nearby. If a motorboat passes by, it's louder than you might expect. I heard other sounds. Solid corals brushed against themselves makes a ringing sound, and like underwater waves hit
rocks or submerged edges of rock, it makes a soft sound. The noise of whale sharks filtering gallons of water as they graze the seas is as distinctive as a washing machine that breathes, while spinner dolphins squeak above and below the surface of the water as perform for each other. The underwater world is not a quiet place at all, although the sound
certainly travels differently there. But like so much else on this planet, we are influencing the underwater soundscape. In places where glacial waters flow into the ocean, for example, this sound has increased over time to background resonic roar as meltwater increases due to climate change. According to a 2015 study in Alaska that examined (or rather
listened to) glacial fjords, the scientists found that: ... average noise levels are louder than almost all measured natural oceanic environments (significantly louder than sea ice and unglagolated Icy Bay, Alaska, has an average annual sound pressure level of 120 dB (citing 1 1 with a wide peak between 1000 and 3000 Hz. Noise is due to the bubbles that form
in the water column as the glacial ice melts. Researchers tested other fjords where glaciers melt in Alaska and Antarctica, and found similar results confirming the conclusion that the noise was caused by meltwater rather than another factor. Because sea creatures communicate with different sounds underwater - find mates, find offspring, find food and stay
away from predators - these high noise levels are likely to alter the behavior of marine mammals, the researchers wrote. This scene of a mother and baby dolphin swimming may look quiet, but there is a lot of important communication going on. (Photo: vkilikov/Shutterstock) The way people and human activities affect the environment goes far beyond melting
ice. A 2015 study looked at one particular marine soundscape. Australian researchers wrote: Because soundscapes are the sum of acoustic signals produced by individual organisms and their interactions, they can be used as a proxy for the state of entire ecosystems and their inhabitants. The sound survey showed that ocean acidification, which is caused
by higher carbon loads in the atmosphere, leads to calmer oceans - in particular, to a decrease in sound from a certain type of shrimp clicking and flapping on the claws. But why do quieter prawns matter? Researchers explain: Because coastal marine soundscapes are dominated by biological sounds produced by clicking shrimp, the observed suppression
of this component of soundscapes can have important and possibly pervasive environmental effects on organisms that use soundscapes as a source of information. This tendency towards silence may be of particular importance to those species whose licinocino present use sound to target the habitats of settlements. It's not just in the ocean that sounds
indicate the health of the ecosystem; The high-profile highways make the birds sing louder and shorter songs as they try to cut through the noise to find mates, and those birds that can't raise their voices - some species fail to get louder - have seen a bigger population decline. Sound ecology pioneer Bernie Krause has been recording soundscapes for 50
years as part of his Wild Sanctuary project. It appears in the video above that explains what the sound ecology is and why it is important. In an interview with the BBC, Krause says he has heard dramatic changes in landscapes, places where he has returned for decades: More than 50 per cent of this archive comes from sites that are now either completely
silent or so transformed by human efforts that they can no longer be heard in any of their original forms, he says. Scientists from many universities in the United States and around the world have been recording soundscapes as the area has received in recent decades. They look at biophony (animal sounds), geophony (sounds of wind and water) and
anthropochonia (human sounds). You can even take a in collecting data for their research through civic scientific initiatives such as Earth Recording from Purdue University. As an adult, I went back to places in Florida where I snorkeled as a child, only to find bleached corals. It shouldn't be a surprise that one day when I'm lying down to listen to the sounds
of the ocean, it might be quieter too. Maybe it won't be a surprise, but it will be a tragedy. Tragedy. star platinum the world sound effect roblox id. star platinum the world sound effect download
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